Source Four LED™
ETC’s latest layer of light

An LED profile spot that’s worthy of the stage.
www.layersoflight.com
ETC designed the Source Four LED with the heart of a Source Four® conventional fixture and the brain of a Selador Desire™ luminaire. The LED luminaire includes all of the functions that make Source Four the most popular spotlight brand in the world. Add to that a Desire-style user-interface and the unmatched color-mixing capability of the x7 Color System™, and you get a Source Four LED with a superior beam-quality that adds the right layer of light to even the most professional theater venue.

It’s a Source Four
Your short- and long-throw needs are covered by the Source Four LED — it’s available in the same range of beam angles as traditional Source Four fixtures, from 5° to 90°, and in a zoom version. Source Four LED luminaires accept all of the Source Four family’s accessories and lenses, and use the same barrel. They’re also about the same size as conventional Source Four fixtures, making them the right fit for your lighting rig.

The sharpest template projection
The Source Four LED’s image-rendering is so clean and crisp that you’ll know right away it’s a Source Four. ETC’s Source Four EDLT (Enhanced Definition Lens Tube) is the perfect companion to your Source Four LED, making your templates even crisper. And because there’s low heat at the gate, you can even produce your own templates on standard laser printers.

The right light
You’ve never seen color like this from a profile spot. Up to seven colors of LED emitters are combined onto one fixture for nearly limitless color mixing, thanks to the x7 Color System. Source Four LED fixtures also feature a smooth fade-to-black that outperforms other LEDs. The Source Four LED’s lumens-per-watt output leaves other fixtures green with envy. (Several of those LED brands don’t even perform as well as the tungsten Source Four.) Source Four LEDs beat out the competition on consistency, as well. They are designed to maintain their brightness and color, even as they heat up. And all ETC LED luminaires are color-calibrated at the factory.

Three color arrays to choose from...

Source Four LED Lustr®+
The most flexible range of bold colors, subtle tints and whites available

Source Four LED Daylight™
High-efficiency, cool-spectrum white light that mimics natural daylight

Source Four LED Tungsten™
Super-efficient, warm-spectrum white light that matches the look of tungsten

To learn more about the Source Four LED, contact your local ETC dealer or visit www.etcconnect.com